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Abstract

Concurrent video is a recently proposed data model especially intended for collaborative authoring environments. Based on cooperative transactional mechanisms, it provides a solid foundation for consistent sharing and exchange of information in multi-user editing systems. The goal of this work is to extend the already presented model with versioning capabilities by utilizing major transactional properties of the original proposal.

1 Introduction

It’s a long time since computers were first involved in video postproduction process and today there is a wide range of multimedia editing systems designed for this kind of tasks, e.g. [1, 16]. However, today postproduction typically represents a collaborative activity, while existing authoring applications are mostly intended for individual work.

In fact, joint editing requires efforts of various experts – editors, graphics artists and sound engineers, to name a few, – each contributing his best to the overall process. Apart from emphasizing strengths of different specialists, cooperation encourages each participant to use the right tool for his particular job and generally promises improved workflow with minimized time and resources. These benefits of joint efforts inevitably require from computers and information systems to support collaborative postproduction activities just as well as individual multimedia authoring [15].

Concurrent video data model [11, 12] is especially designed for dealing with this kind of problems, providing a formal technique for joint editing of media streams, such as video or audio. Based on the cooperative activity framework CoAct [13, 19, 10], the model has enabled consistent sharing and exchange of information in the face of concurrent modifications, which is often considered as the key problem of multi-user environments design.

The background is that co-authors in CoAct are supposed to operate in their private workspaces containing local versions of shared objects. Authors’ actions are represented via activity histories, which are basically sequences of editing operations constituting individual working process. To achieve cooperation, co-authors explicitly incorporate the results of their actions into the common workspace, which reflects the current state of the collaborative effort. This incorporation is in fact realized by means of the history merging mechanism [19], which takes into account compatibility relations of constituent operations in order to detect possible conflicts and thus ensures semantically correct information sharing and exchange.

To avoid unnecessary conflicts, editing operations developed within the concurrent video model were especially designed to have good commutativity properties. Actually, according to the concepts of timeline-based video authoring [3], these operations allowed participants to work concurrently on different clips [11] and even on non-overlapping frame regions of the same clips [12], which in the end were used to form the desired video material.

The main objective of this work is to improve the original data model as it is presented in [12] with versioning capabilities, i.e., means of handling several copies of the video production, captured at certain stages of its development. In other words, this paper shows how cooperative transactions can be successfully employed for establishing versioning support in a collaborative multimedia editing system, in addition to ensuring consistency of shared data.

At this point it is worth to mention that version control is typically considered as a serious advantage in authoring environments – it helps to keep track of the editing process, provides starting points for arranging exploratory changes and enables evaluation and comparison of individual contributions to the final product made by particular participants [17]. Taken together, these benefits represent a clear motivation for the present investigation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After giving a brief overview of the related work, the improved concurrent video data model is introduced. Next, various aspects of versioning support are discussed and finally conclusions and further work are outlined.

2 Related Work

This section first presents a summary of previous work on collaborative multimedia authoring and then briefly mentions approaches to establishing versioning support in the context of various editing systems.
2.1 Collaborative Video Authoring

Although a variety of multimedia authoring tools are available in the market, e.g. [1, 16], none of them supports concurrent video editing and the related research works are also very few.

Some of these proposals investigate cooperative activities exploiting lock-based mechanisms [2, 18], while other approaches consider collaboration in real-time groupware systems only [22]. In contrast to the concurrent video model [11, 12], these works do not cover multimedia modeling issues and do not provide consistency guarantees in a transactional sense.

Similarly, investigations examining various aspects of video data management, e.g. [20, 7], turn out to be different from the model described here in its both structural and operational aspects.

Actually, the major distinction between concurrent video and former models lies in the suitability of the new proposal for the basic needs of both video authoring systems and cooperative environments, which has not been achieved ever before.

The point is that in the considered authoring systems the movie is created by altering and assembling source clips which are treated as independent units of raw material. These clips along with other media objects are placed on the timeline, which naturally represents the time flow. After the inclusion, objects can be edited, special effects and transitions can be applied and the resulting material can be arranged into a final video production. In addition, since such editing implies just referencing the original files, which are not actually modified, a special process called rendering is required to preview or export the produced movie.

Concurrent video takes into account these basic concepts of timeline-based authoring and provides an efficient tree-based abstraction for referencing a sequence of media clips. It also presents a set of high-level non-destructive editing operations allowing users to insert and delete, alter and temporally combine video material to form the final production.

To support joint activities, operations on different clips and on different parts of the same clips are considered to be commutative, such that users can work on non-overlapping parts of the media stream concurrently without any conflicts. Moreover, hierarchical structure that references video data also permanently stores activity histories, providing elegant support for cooperation mechanisms of CoAct.

The latter fact concerning history storage is actively exploited in this work since it provides a proper basis for the development of versioning support on top of the already presented model.

2.2 Versioning

There exists a wealth of research proposals offering various approaches to versioning in the context of diverse fields of application, such as CAD engineering environments [4], hypermedia [9] or multimedia [2] document authoring, XML data management [21] and object-oriented database systems in general [14].

However, the crucial difference between the presented investigation and previous works on versioning lies in the area of its application. On the one hand, version control over the stream types of data, such as video or audio, is considered, and on the other hand, it is examined in the context of cooperative transactional mechanisms, which provide solid support for truly concurrent editing activities in corresponding multi-user authoring environments. In fact, versioning has never been explored within such conditions ever before.

Nevertheless, version control backed up by concurrent editing for plain text data is well-known in the area of software configuration management [5] and is implemented in numerous commercial and open source applications, such as CVS [6]. Therefore, it looks natural to employ some basic ideas found in this field in collaborative video authoring systems empowered with versioning capabilities.

Actually, a recent survey [5] to a certain extent summarizes the previous research on software configuration management. This survey provides an overview and classification of different versioning paradigms, presenting a unified terminology for major related concepts such as versions, deltas, state-based and change-based versioning, etc. Some of these concepts are introduced and explained in the following material, as they prove to be useful in cooperative video authoring environments as well.

3 Concurrent Video as a Data Model

This section outlines an improved concurrent video model, which is entirely based on its already presented counterpart [12] and has a potential for version control.

3.1 Video Segments

In the considered model video segments represent an abstraction over independent units of video data, which are used as building blocks in the authoring process.

Actually, both the definition and the purpose of video segments in this work stay the same as in the previous proposals [11, 12], however, the following facts are quoted here for convenience.

Basically, each video segment references a contiguous part of raw material via a frame sequence and has its own set of attribute-value pairs which describe the proper interpretation of the underlying media at the presentation or rendering level. Frame sequences reflect the stream-like nature of video data, while attributes support implementation of non-destructive editing operations as well as specifications of desired transitions and special effects for the segment.

**Definition 1 (frame sequence)** A frame sequence is a finite non-empty sequence \((f_1, \ldots, f_N)\) of video frames \(f_i\), referring to a contiguous block of video data. \(N\) is called the length of a sequence \(F\) and is denoted by \(Length(F)\).

**Definition 2 (video segment)** A video segment is a pair \((F, A)\), where \(F\) is a frame sequence and \(A\) is a possibly empty set of attribute-value pairs \(\{a;v\}\), storing various additional information about the containing segment.
3.2 Video Activity Tree

Concurrent video employs a single hierarchical data structure, called video activity tree, for modeling both underlying media and cooperative transactions.

Basically, the structure of an activity tree in this work remains the same as before [12]: leaf nodes, called valid, are associated with video clips that authors currently see on a timeline, dead nodes stand for previously deleted clips and intermediate nodes hold related parts of the activity history. Also, activity history elements are marked whether they are private or shared to indicate what part of the tree is present in the common database and what part exists only in the considered local workspace, as illustrated in figure 1-b.

However, for the purpose of versioning support it is necessary to introduce two corrections into the structure of the video activity tree. First, not only valid, but also all intermediate nodes should reference corresponding parts of the underlying raw material by means of video segments. Second, no node is allowed to contain more than one operation instance. These rules are reflected below in the redefinition of node’s structures.

Definition 3 (video activity tree node) A valid node \( V \) of a video activity tree is a tuple \((NID, Range, Segment, Instance)\), where \(NID\)-Range pair uniquely identifies \( V \)’s associated video data, \( Segment \) is the video segment representing this data and \( Instance \) is an operation instance (if any) related to the given node \( V \).

Self-evident modifications are also required in algorithms describing clip editing and deletion methods in order to avoid storage of multiple operation instances in a single node – basically, in such cases these algorithms should create a child node to store extra information.

4 Concurrent Video as a Version Model

As a matter of fact, concurrent video naturally reflects the evolution of the video production from its initial version to the final stage, capturing all details of the editing process. This is achieved due to activity history, which is stored within the video tree in a way preserving inter-operation dependencies [11].

As a result, particular versions of the video production can be formed by linking the set of leaf nodes of the activity tree with a usual list structure at desired time points, as illustrated in figure 1. During further editing the tree inevitably “grows” downward, but any previous version can be easily reconstructed by mere walking through the corresponding list and looking at the encountered segments.

Typically, a new revision will be formed in the common workspace each time somebody commits the results of his individual work, while the initial version will come from the initialization method [11].

Accordingly, information exchange between workspaces [10] in an environment with versioning support will be optimized by taking into account the common part of the activity history, i.e. the common version, present in both workspaces. And subhistory extraction algorithm from [11] can be readily adapted to such conditions by forcing to end its work after reaching a certain common revision instead of the root node.

It is worth to mention, that in terms of [5] concurrent video provides both state-based and change-based version control. The first one is realized via the lists mentioned above, which fix particular states of the video production. The second one occurs since the differences between any two versions can be described by a portion of an activity history, located in the video tree between the appropriate versions lists.

Moreover, concurrent video can be seen as a version model [5], which contains an explicitly specified sequence of revisions, as illustrated in figure 1-a, and provides various operations for retrieving old versions of media production or constructing the new ones (of course as a result of editing activities).

Finally, there are no reasons why concurrent video can not be extended to support branches [5], i.e. separate lines of development having their own revision history. Branches may be helpful in arranging dynamic subgroups of co-authors who wish to share intermediate results of their work. Eventually, all changes made within the branched revisions can be merged back into the mainstream line of development with the help of the regular CoAct merging mechanisms.
5 Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper, the concurrent video data model has been extended with basic versioning support, thus introducing benefits of version control to the field of collaborative video editing environments.

It is worth to mention that the results of this work are applicable to stream data in general. For instance, by renaming frame sequences and video segments to sample sequences and audio segments, the concurrent video model is transformed into concurrent audio, which may be found useful in certain authoring systems.

As a possible direction of further research, investigation of compensation and differing facilities on the basis of this work is considered.

Besides, development of a prototype system demonstrating feasibility of the presented approach is regarded as an essential part of the future work.

For this purpose, there is an intention to utilize the recently developed Advanced Authoring Format [8, 15] and its open source SDK. Basically, the AAF file format is an industry-driven standard especially designed for interchange of compositional meta-data between various multimedia authoring tools. At the moment of writing this paper, several video editing applications have already claimed a certain level of compliance with AAF. In particular, Adobe Premiere Pro [1] is able to export its projects in this novel form.
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